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SESSION ONE 

THE FOUR C’S OF THE KINGDOM 
 
 

Session Notes 
 
 
Review 
In the last week, you were responsible to: 
1. Read Acts 1-3 and answer two questions 

a. Who is God and what is he doing?  
b. Who are we and what are we called to do? 

2. Do one Lectio Divina on Romans 12:1-8.  
3. Watch the video Go and respond to four questions. 
4. Watch the video Dying to Self and respond to four questions.  
 
Go Review 
The following questions can be discussed in a large or small group. Choose one-to-two questions 
to discuss with participants. 
1. What did you discover about the gospel? 
2. What did you sense Jesus saying to you as you watched?  
3. How does this video challenge your view of yourself and your place in God’s kingdom? 
4. How might Jesus be inviting you to respond? Read Luke 14:15-24. What excuses have you 

used—and do you currently use—to justify pursuing your own agenda?  
 
Dying to Self Review 
The following questions can be discussed in a large or small group. Choose one-to-two questions 
to discuss with participants. 
1. Francis Chan discussed dying to our self. What one concept impacted you most? 
2. What specific areas of life came to mind as you watched the video? Why do you think so? 
3. Read Jesus’ words in Luke 9:23-27 two-or-three times. Recall the three-to-five most painful 

experiences of your life. Could it be that these experiences continue to affect you because 
you’ve not died to yourself? Why or why not?  

4. Write down a one sentence description of the three most difficult challenges you’ve faced in 
a local church. How do you currently interpret these situations? How might dying to yourself 
change your perception so you could see your life through the eyes of Jesus? 

 
Follow Up Discussion Questions 
These questions will be discussed with the participant and Life Group leader (personal study) or 
with the entire group (small group or class study).  
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1. In what ways have you succumbed to the “pleasure without pain” mentality and lifestyle? 
Give specific examples.  

2. How much difficulty and/or internal resistance did you experience as you carried the 
homework load this week? Explain. 

3. In multiple places in the gospels, people decided not to follow Jesus because of the cost of 
the cross (Luke 18:18-23; John 6). What makes you think you’re willing to pay the price? 

 
Additional Resources 
1. Twenty Six Eight’s ten-part sermon series entitled The Gospel. 
2. Simply Gospel by N. T. Wright. 


